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Space in between



Space in between

etnographist

psychologist

science
communicator

mediator



Engineering and innovation

… how do they differ?



Innovation is not linear…



There is no right solution…
(just many solutions)

X = 5





How great is 

Freon?
time

awesome

not cool Banned in Montreal Protocol 1987

Synthesized by Frédéric

Swarts 1890s

General Motors and DuPont formed Kinetic Chemicals to 

produce Freon 1930s

When do we measure the success of an invention?

Scientists discover that Freon is hurting 

ozone layer 1970s



Its dealing with the icky human stuff...
(internally and externally)



Its dealing with the icky human stuff...
(internally and externally)





Its dealing with the icky context...
(out of the lab)

http
s://
ww
w.yo
utub
e.co
m/w
atch
?v=c
hXsL
tHqf
dM&
t=98
s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chXsLtHqfdM&t=98s


Assignment:
“Bring a personal problem”

Its dealing with the PROBLEM DEFINITION
(and its not specific)



- Einstein

“If I had an hour to solve a problem and my life 
depended on the solution, I would spend the first 55 
minutes determining the proper question to ask, for 
once I know the proper question, I could solve the 
problem in less than five minutes.”

55 min on 
problem

5 min on 
solution



embracing the unknown
(not excluding it)

- Accidental innovations
- Selective attention

- E.g. Basket ball test

Penicillin

Post-its

Glowing effect



https
://w
ww.y
outu
be.c
om/
watc
h?v=
vJG6
98U
2Mv
o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo




We ask you to embrace…

unknown

non-linearity

icky human stuff

icky context

problem framing

solution framing





“Technology is a product of 
an animal/human mind.”
“Would only occur because of life, but is not living”

Kevin Kelly



Technological evolution
Natural sequence to developments

e.g. domestication of dogs  pottery 
sewing  etc. 

Kevin Kelly



Converging and creating 
of a single “megatech”

Diverging and creating 
forever divergent tech

t

Technology as a catalyst for evolution 

e.g. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin e.g. Kevin Kelly



How will your project fit into the 
“techno sphere” or expand it?

Which path are you crafting?

Are you integrating technologies or diverging 
them?



What are the qualities of a 
good partner?



Freedom or crotches?

Enabling or disabling?





Technology creates problems…

& unintended consequences!



when good 
intentions backfire



Future part



“Who here thinks AI will significantly impact the 

industry you are working in the next 4 years?”

“Who here can tell me they understand what

AI is?”



“Who here thinks AI will significantly impact the 

industry you are working in the next 4 years?”

“Who here can tell me they understand what

AI is?”

WE NEED TO CONSIDER THIS 

STUFF!!!



Energy?

Inequality?

Work?

…





Speculative fiction





“..movement in 
speculative fiction, art, 
fashion and activism that 
seeks to answer and 
embody the question 
“what does a sustainable 
civilization look like, and 
how can we get there?” 



If we don’t have a dream, 
how can it come true?



 Derive 3 design implications 



Innovation



Innovation

Ripple 1

Ripple 2

Ripple 3




